
PERMANENT PROGRAMME

ThE villAGE, ThE MusEuM, ThE siTE
Building the Alqueva reservoir caused the village of Luz (in Mourão, Évora, Portugal) 
to submerge, leading to the displacement of the community into a new village, purpo-
se-built on a principle of ‘house for house, land for land’.

The recreated village stands by the reservoir, the major element transforming the ter-
ritory. A museum – the Museu da Luz – was built in the village, its mission to bring 
memories back to life and to recover social ties, bringing culture and the arts to the 
local communities.

cONcEPT
Luz is a small village in the underpopulated interior of Alentejo. The Residencies Pro-
gramme gives artists and researchers the chance to spend some time in isolation, in 
a peaceful environment, surrounded by a unique landscape – one which the reservoir 
changed deeply. Time and space at Luz are set apart from everyday routines and obli-
gations, giving thinking, research and creation a unique context.
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1. AiMs
• To form a new basis of activity in 

EDIA, S.A., in the field of social 
and cultural interaction, through 
reconfiguring the Museum’s role;

• To facilitate the interaction between 
the artistic community and the 
local population, enhancing 
their cultural identity;

• To support research and artistic 
creation in the spirit of the place through 
deep thinking and knowledge;

• To explore subjects particularly relevant 
to this territory, namely collective 
memory and landscape construction; 

• To support innovative proposals 
that revitalise the village by 
occupying the public space;

• To promote the interaction and 
cooperation between participants, both 
across different areas and separately.

2. AREAs Of kNOwlEDGE 
cOvERED by ThE PROGRAMME 

Residencies are open to any of the following 
areas of research: 
 
• all visual and performative arts; music; 

video/film; literature; sound; architecture; 
design; curatorship; human and social 
sciences; landscape; agriculture; geography.

3. cONDiTiONs fOR PARTiciPATiON
The Museum’s Permanent Programme is 
open to national or foreign citizens aged over 
23, subject to the following conditions:

• Residencies are open to every author 
who is able to demonstrate through 
appropriate documents previous outputs 
either in the arts or in academic research;

• Proposals may be presented individually, 
collectively up to 9 people, and 
by entities of an informal kind;

• Residents may pursue academic work, the 
Museum accepting innovative proposals 
whose results are applied and of clear 
interest to the understanding of the Luz/
Alqueva context. Candidates must give 
evidence of enrollment or conclusion 
of a master’s or doctoral degree.   

• Projects directly connected to local history, 
and/or that foster interactivity with the 
community of Luz will be especially valued.

4. fuNcTiONiNG
• A maximum of ten artistic / research 

residencies will take place each year 
under the museum’s Permanent 
Residencies programme.

• The length of residencies depends on 
individual project characteristics besides the 
limitations of the Museum. Each residency 
is to last between 5 and 12 days, which 
can be staggered or enjoyed in succession. 
Duration may be adjusted by adding more 
such periods, depending on individual 
need and the Museum’s resources.

• At the end of each residency a memoir 
and / or a ‘making of’ of the activities 
developed is required. Residents may 
also further submit a work proposal, 
which the Museum may or not decline.

• Two or more residencies can be enjoyed 
simultaneously as follows: if a project 
is being developed in common; or, 
even if working on separate projects, 
residents agree to share the space. 

• The number of simultaneous residencies 
is limited to the vacancies offered overall.

• The Museum reserved the right to schedule 
residencies and to delay, adjourn, refuse 
or cancel residency proposals whenever 
they might interfere with other activities.

• The Museum cannot guarantee any 
theoretical, technical or scientific supervision 
during residencies, residents being entirely 
responsible for their own schedule.

• In some cases, the Museum may offer its 
premises and support the development 
or the public presentation of residency 
results, including exhibitions.

5. suPPORT
The following facilities are offered:

• accommodation at the Casa do Museu  
(a four-room house, consisting of nine 
beds, equipped kitchen, dinning room, 
two bathrooms, outdoor areas – yard)

• work space / workshop, when applicable 
and available – Monte dos Pássaros

• access to the Museum collections and 
records (by previous arrangement) 

Residency ‘From 
concept to project’ 

(photography), 2014
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6. ExPENsEs bORNE by ThE MusEuM
• Electricity
• Water
• Gas
• Internet 

7. ExPENsEs bORNE PRivATEly
Residencies may be awarded in any of the 
following formats:

• cost of €10 per day.
• exemption from payment, when the 

project is judged of interest to the 
Museum, namely when demonstrably 
relating to the Museum mission 
statement, programme and calendar.

8. subMissiON Of PROPOsAls
A proposal form for the Permanent Resi-
dency Programme will be available from the 
Museum website, www.museudaluz.org.pt. 
Only proposals in this format will be consi-
dered. The completed form and the following 
documents are required: 

• a letter of presentation and motivation, 
explaining the interest of the residency 
and of the work proposed

• a curriculum vitae
• a portfolio (when applicable)
• a presentation of the project, including 

synopsis, images (when relevant), 
methodology and timetable

• outputs expected
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Residency ‘Corkdome’ 
(installation), 2014

Proposals should be sent in a single email 
to infomuseudaluz@edia.pt, having as title 
‘Programa Residências Museu da Luz_[Can-
didate’s name]’.

9. schEDulE
• Applications are accepted  between 

January 1st and December 15th for 
residencies taking place between April 
and December of the following year.

• Results will be announced 
in February each year.

• Candidates propose a time of residency, 
but dates may be rearranged in 
view of other residencies and the 
Museum’s internal schedule.

• The final dates of residency are set by 
the Museum according to its own needs, 
however taking into account the dates and 
duration proposed by candidates.  
(4. Functioning) 

10. PROPOsAl sElEcTiON
The Museum being able to host every project 
proposed, projects will be assessed accor-
ding to the following criteria:
 
• originality and suitability;
• coherence with the mission and nature 

of the Museum and its integration in 
the history and territory it relates to;

• expected result / outputs; 
• candidate’s career and experience;
• logistics;
• proposed dates and duration.

The Museum reserves the right to refuse pro-
posals unfit as to its the founding and metho-
dological principles, or if these cannot be fit 
into schedule. Whenever proposals overlap 
or are incompatible with other activities, the 
Museum will schedule residencies according 
to its own resources. (4. Functioning) 

11. REsulTs
• The Museum cannot guarantee exhibiting, 

publishing or presenting the results 
of a residency upon its conclusion.

• After the residency is over, residents may be 
invited to develop a project for the Museum, 
or to collaborate with it in some other way.

• The Museum may provide 
specific assistance to projects 
including the local community.

12. REcORDiNG AND 
PublishiNG Of iMAGEs

The candidate must obtain prior consent to re-
cording and publishing images, in digital and 
/or printed form, captured during residency. 
Disagreement with this requirement must be 
communicated formally to the Museum.

13. AccEPTANcE Of REGulATiONs
Taking part in the Museu da Luz’s Perma-
nent Residencies Programme presuppo-
ses total acceptance of these regulations. 
The Museu da Luz, EDIA, reserves the right to 
decide on matters exceeding these regulations.
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